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Abstract—Acacia-K is a tool that solves the synthesis prob-
lem for the positive fragment of epistemic temporal logic
(KLTL). We briefly describe the implemented algorithm and
our test cases. The tool is an extension of Acacia+ that solves
the synthesis problem for epistemic temporal specifications
where the resulting strategies need memory. To stress more
the importance of such implementation, in this paper we
compare Acacia-K with MCMAS-SLK, an open-source model-
checker supporting the verification of interactive systems
against specifications written in a variant of strategy logic
under memoryless setting. The results obtained prove the
feasibility of our method and represent an encouraging (and
necessary) step towards developing implementable procedures
for the entire logic KLTL.
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I. SYNTHESIS FROM EPISTEMIC SPECIFICATIONS

Given a specification, the synthesis problem aims at
automatically generating a program that fulfills the behavior
defined by the specification. Therefore, the constraints do not
need to be checked afterwards, and this allows the designer
to focus on defining high-level specifications, rather than
designing complex computational models of the systems.
One of the main challenges of synthesis of reactive systems
is to satisfy the specification regardless of the behavior of
its environment.

The synthesis problem of reactive systems from LTL
specifications was first introduced and studied by Pnueli and
Rosner [9] and also by Abadi, Lamport and Wolper [2].
However, the solution proposed involves nondeterministic
automata that have to be determinized using the complex
Safra’s construction [10] that was shown to be resistant
to efficient implementations [12]. The main reason of the
resistance to implementation of these constructions is that
they cannot be implemented symbolically and therefore one
needs to explicitly build the entire set of states of the
automata.

Recently, procedures that avoid Safra-like constructions
(called Safraless) were developed. A first solution was
proposed by Kupferman and Vardi in [8] and uses uni-
versal co-Büchi automata (UCT) to characterize solutions
for the synthesis problem. This approach has aroused a lot
of interest in developing feasible procedures to solve the

synthesis problem that can lead to implementations. Since
then, several other ”Safraless” procedures have been defined
[8], [11], [7], [6]. In [11], [6], it is shown that LTL synthesis
reduces to testing the emptiness of a universal coBüchi tree
automaton, that in turn can be reduced to solving a safety
game. The structure of the safety games can be exploited to
define a symbolic game-solving algorithm based on compact
antichain representations [6].

Van der Meyden and Vardi [13] formalize and solve
the synthesis problem of a distributed system where the
specifications, besides the temporal evolution of the system,
may also speak about the knowledge of the involved agents.
KLTL logic extends the LTL logic with the knowkedge
operator Kiϕ that expresses the fact that ”agent i knows
that the formula ϕ holds”. The positive fragment KLTL+

is the fragment in which all operators K appear under an
even number of negations. We only consider these formulas
in negative normal form where all negations are on atomic
propositions.

The synthesis problem for positive epistemic temporal
logic receives as input a KLTL+ formula ϕ and the
interaction model M describing all possible interactions
between the system to be synthesized, which has imperfect
information, and its omniscient environment. Then, it is
asked to output a strategy representing the correct behavior
of the synthesized system. To do so, the Safraless procedure
from [4] that solves this problem constructs an universal co-
Büchi tree automaton T whose language is exactly the set
of strategies that realize ϕ in M. Further, using the idea
from [6], the emptiness of the automaton T is reduced to
solving a safety game whose state space can be ordered and
compactly represented by antichains.

II. IMPLEMENTATION IN ACACIA-K

The tool Acacia-K [1] is a prototype implementation
of the safraless procedure proposed in [4] that solves the
synthesis problem from specifications given as positive
epistemic linear time logic (KLTL+) formula. Acacia-K
is based on the tool Acacia+ [3] and, to the best of our
knowledge, it is the first implementation of a synthesis
procedure for epistemic temporal specifications considering
perfect recall for processes. As Acacia+, the implementation



Figure 1: The winning strategy for 3-Coins Game

is made in Python together with C for the low level oper-
ations that need efficiency and is available in one version
working for both Linux and MacOsX operating systems. It
can be executed using command-line interface.

As parameters, Acacia−K requires a file containing the
KLTL+ formula, one defining the sets of actions for each
process and the partition of the atomic propositions in visible
and invisible signals (atomic propositions labeling states of
the interaction model) that defines the indistinguishability
relation for Agent 0. Finally, it also requires a file with the
description of the interaction model. The output of the tool
is a winning strategy, if the formula is realizable, given as
a Moore machine described in Verilog and, if this strategy
is small, Acacia−K also outputs it as a picture.

In order to have a more efficient implementation, the
construction of the automata for the LTL formulas γ is made
on demand. That is, we construct the UCT Tγ incrementally
by updating it as soon as it needs to be triggered from some
state (q, I) which has not been constructed yet.

III. TEST CASES

As mentioned in [4], the tool Acacia-K was tested on
several test-cases in order to prove its feasibility. We recall
in the following the results obtained with Acacia-K in [4].

A. Light Bulb

This example, first presented in [13], describes the behav-
ior of two processes acting on a timed toggle switch with
two positions (on, off) and a light bulb. The light is intended
to indicate the position of the toggle: the light can be on
only if the toggle is on but the light bulb may be broken,
so the light may be off even if the toggle is on. Also, the
toggle may switch off after an arbitrary amount of time.

One process (controller) toggles the switch and its oppo-
nent (environment) may time out the toggle. One state of
the system is then represented by the position of the toggle
and the state of the light bulb. Then, based on the actions of

the two agents, the configuration of the toggle and the light
bulb changes.

The controller of the toggle only sees the light and not
the position of the switch. Then, the synthesis problem is to
find a suitable behavior for the controller of the switch such
that he knows at each state the position of the toggle switch
by only observing its actions and remembering the actions
he made.

All possible interactions between the controller and the
environment are formally modeled in the interaction model
described in the .env file that contains the set of states
together with the labeling of each state, the initial states
and the transition relation. The second file required has
the extension .part and describes labels of the states, the
observation of the controller and the actions the two agents
can do. Finally, the formula stating that at any time the
controller either knows that the toggle is on or he knows
that the toggle is off is written as ◻(K(t) ∨K(¬t)) ens is
described in the third input file with extension .ltl.
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Figure 2: Winning strategy synthesized by Acacia −K for
Light Bulb Example

For this example, the interaction model has 3 states, since
the state where the light is on, but the toggle is off is not
reachable. Acacia-K constructs an universal tree automaton
with 31 states and outputs in 0.2s the strategy from Figure 2.
o0 on the arrows stands the observation formed by the state
where the light bulb is on and o1 is the observation where the



Pris # ∣M∣ ∣UCT ∣ ∣tb −UCT ∣ Aut constr (s) ∣Mλ∣ Total time(s)
3 21 144 692 1.79s 12 1.87s
4 53 447 2203 1.98s 16 13.20s
5 129 1310 6514 199.06s 20 553.45s (≃ 9 min)
6 305 3633 18125 6081.69s N/A N/A

Table I: Statistic Results for n-Prisoners Puzzle with Acacia-K

controller cannot distinguish between the situations where
the light is off but the position of the toggle is not known.

The strategy provided by the tool has as states the memory
states of the system and the transitions are labeled, in the first
component with the action taken by the synthesized system
and in the second component with the possible observations
received that will get to the next memory state. Then, in this
case the strategy asks to play first ”toggle” and then keep
on playing ”skip”. Depending on the observation he gets,
the system goes in a different state. The state 0 is for the
start, state 1 is the ”error” state in which the system goes if
he receives a wrong observation. That is, the environment
gives an observation even if he cannot go in a state having
that observation.

1) The 3-Coin Game: Another example on which we
tested Acacia-K is the 3-Coin Game. It involves 3 coins
that are arranged on a table with either the head or the tail
up and two players. One player (the controller) cannot see
the three coins, but he is informed at every moment of time
about the number of coins with the head up. However, the
controller can ask the other player to flip a coin and he will
do so.

The synthesis problem in this case asks to find a suitable
behavior of the controller so that, under the hypothesis that
initially two coins have the head up, eventually all the coins
will be headed up and the configuration where all coins have
tail up is always avoided. In the formula ◇K(c1∧c2∧c3)∧
◻K(c1 ∨ c2 ∨ c3), corresponding to this specification, the
proposition ci corresponds to the fact that the coin i is has
the head up.

Running Acacia-K on the 3-coins example using the same
formula, the environment model has 8 possible states and the
number of states in the turn-based UCT is 361 (Environment:
306/System: 55), 174 of which are accepting states. As
output, we obtain a 10 state strategy (Figure 1) in 0.61s, from
which 0.20s for the synthesis of the formula. The strategy
tests the position of each coin by first flipping the coin,
and in the case the number of heads decreases, the coin is
flipped again and the controller learned that its position is
head. When the controller reaches the configuration where
all coins are head up, he flips the same coin forever.

2) n-Prisoners Puzzle: Finally, Acacia-K was tested on
the n-prisoners puzzle. It is about n prisoners in a prison,
each one in his own cell. They cannot comunicate, but they
are called in turns in a special room with a light bulb and a
switch. When in the special room, each prisoner may turn on
or off the light. We fix the strategy of n-1 prisoners so that

the first time they enter the room and the light is off, they
turn it on, otherwise they do nothing. Under this assumption,
the synthesis problem asks to synthesize a strategy for the
remaining prisoner so that he eventually knows when all
prisoners visited at least once the special room.

Assuming that initially the light is off, the winning
strategy for the remaining prisoner, say prisoner n, is to
count up to n − 1 the number of times he visits the special
room and the light is on. In this case, he turns off the light
so that the next prisoner can turn it on.

Then, assuming that the environment is restricted to send
all the prisoners in the special room infinitely many times,
the KLTL+formula that translates the goal is ◻⋀ni=1(◇pi)→
◇K(⋀

n−1
i=1 xi). Acacia-K is tested for 3/4/5/6 prisoners ver-

sions (including the protagonist) of this problem, obtaining
a one hour timeout for 6 agents. The statistics obtained are
depicted in Table I.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

For the sake of comparison, we took some examples on
which we tested the tool Acacia-K and tried to solve them in
another existing tool. The results obtained show even more
the fact that the implementation in Acacia-K is a promising
and that it is comparable with the existing tools.

A. MCMAS-SLK

MCMAS-SLK [5] is an open-source model-checker sup-
porting the verification of interaction models against spec-
ifications in a variant of strategy logic (SLK) that includes
epistemic operators. MCMAS-SLK takes as input an inter-
action model specification and a set of SLK formulas to
be verified. It evaluates the truth value of these formulas
using algorithms based on Ordered Binary Decision Dia-
grams (OBDDs). Whenever possible, MCMAS-SLK pro-
duces counterexamples for false formulas and witnesses for
true formulas.

The interaction model is described in ISPL (Interpreted
Systems Programming Language) that characterizes the
Agents by means of local variables and their evolution in
time conditioned by Boolean expressions. In the .ispl file
two kinds of agents are described: ”standard” agents, and
the environment agent, being used to express constraints on
systems or the infrastructure shared by the standard agents.
This model naturally expresses systems with incomplete
information.

The systems that are considered in [5] are memoryless
: the local state of the agents does not include the local
history of a run, implying the fact that the strategies are



Pris Reach St BDD var BDD mem Cache use ∣Mλ∣ Total time(s)
3 63 74 14438832 94.71% 16 0.725s
4 173 146 62269216 100.00% 22 47.529s
5 N/A 434 2972996000 100.00% N/A N/A

Table II: Statistics of n-Prisoners Puzzle in MCMAS-SLK

also memoryless. This semantics is chosen due to the
fact that the model-checking problem becomes undecidable
when considering more then two memoryful agents with
incomplete information.

B. Problems expressible in MCMAS-SLK

The authors of MCMAS-SLK provide some toy examples
that use epistemic operators, which include dining cryptog-
raphers protocol, the cards game and muddy children puzzle.

Even if MCMAS-SLK does not allow memory for the
agents, there are some (memoryful) examples that can be
modeled using memoryless semantics. It is the case of
models in which agents need a finite memory that can
be encoded in the current state of the agent. Some toy
examples on which MCMAS-SLK was tested are dining
cryptographers protocol, the cards game and muddy children
puzzle on which are used the epistemic operators to translate
the specifications.

C. Acacia-K vs. MCMAS-SLK

Even if in Acacia-K we solve the synthesis problem under
the assumption of imperfect information and perfect recall,
we took some examples on which we tested our tool and
tried to describe and verify them in MCMAS-SLK.

Let us first take the timed toggle example. In order to
model this example in MSMAS-SLK, we need to use a
variable tog that helps the protagonist deduce the current
position of the toggle depending on the initial state and his
actions. This variable changes between on and off if the
Player knows the position of the toggle and his action is T
(toggle) and takes a special value in case the protagonist lost
this information. The formula to be verified in this case is

⟪x⟫(Agent, x)JyK(Environment, y)
(K(Agent, t) ∨K(Agent,¬t))

Then, the constructed model has 6 reachable states and
MCMAS-SLK runs 0.011s before giving the winning strat-
egy in Figure 3 that says to play all the time toggle. Also,
it uses 22 BDD variables and 9047840 BDD memory.

Figure 3: Strategy for timed toggle game in McMAS-SLK

In this case, MCMAS-SLK was faster then Acacia-K, but
provided different strategy. Namely, the strategy is to play
all the time T (”toggle”).

Another example we consider is the 3-coins puzzle for
which the player needs a variable to remember the number
of coins showing ”heads” and also what he learned about
the positions of the coins considering the fact that he knows
the initial number of heads and knows at each time if he is
in a winning or loosing position.

Then, the specification asking that the player manages
to reach the winning configuration and always avoids the
loosing one is translated into the formula:

≪ x≫(Player, x)[[y]](Environment, y)

(G(K(Player,¬loose)) ∧K(Player,Fwin))

Unfortunately, for this example, we didn’t obtain any
result with McMAS-SLK, the program running for more
then 10 hours and using 151 BDD variables.

Finally, we also modeled n-Prisoners puzzle in MCMAS-
SLK. We recall that the strategy of the special prisoner
was to count how many times the light is turned on by
the other prisoners. Therefore, when modeling the problem
in MCMAS-SLK, one needs a variable in the local state of
the prisoner to count. After running this example for three
prisoners, MCMAS-SLK outputs the winning strategy after
0.725s when the model has 63 reachable states and the BDD
constructed uses 74 variables and 14438832 BDD memory.

We also tried the tool while increasing the number of
agents. Then, we obtained the correct strategies for up to
4 prisoners. The obtained results are illustrated in Table II.
Even if MCMAS-SLK synthesized faster strategies for 3 and
4 prisoners, it did not output any strategy for 5 prisoners,
problem solved in 9 minutes with Acacia-K.

V. CONCLUSION

We compared Acacia-K with MCMAS-SLK and we
showed that Acacia-K is a promising implementation of a
tool solving the synthesis problem from epistemic specifica-
tions. Also, it shows that Acacia-K is comparable with other
tools.

The encoding of the above problems in MCMAS-SLK
requires knowledge of the expected strategy for the pro-
tagonists. Using it, one encodes the states of the winning
strategy in the states of the agent. In the case of the 3-coins
and n-prisoners examples the number of states in both the
environment and the agent is doubled by the fact that an
intermediary state between every two states is necessary, in
which the agent updates the local variables encoding the



memory (what they learned so far) such that they do the
correct action next.

We stress out that, opposed to MCMAS-SLK, Acacia-
K generates memoryful strategies and it does not need to
know the needed memory in advance. This also shows that
Acacia-K is more expressive then MCMAS-SLK.
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